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Abstract 16 

The general and localised corrosion of super 13Cr SS under various CO2 partial pressures (pCO2) 17 

in the static conditions and rotated speeds of 188 rpm at 200oC were evaluated. The results 18 

show that super 13Cr SS exhibited lower localised corrosion risk at 188 rpm compared to the 19 

static conditions. The small velocity retarded the localised corrosion through the formation 20 

of uniform corrosion product scales, which mainly comprised nanocrystalline FeCr2O4 at 2.7 21 

bar pCO2. A double-layered film consisted of an inner layer of Cr(OH)3/undissolved austenite 22 

and an outer crystalline FeCO3 layer was observed at 28.5 bar pCO2. 23 

 24 

Keywords: super 13Cr SS, velocity, CO2 corrosion, FeCr2O4 25 

Introduction 26 

Stainless steel (SS) has been widely used since it was invented based on its passivity induced 27 

noble behaviour [1]. Passivity is attributed to the presence of the high level of alloying 28 

elements such as chromium [2,3], nickel, and molybdenum [4,5]. SS generally contains higher 29 
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alloying content i.e. 18% Cr, 13% Ni and 2–3% Mo as the required resistance to corrosion is 30 

increased. Optimise the cost of using high-alloy SS is considered as a key driver for arduous 31 

conditions such as the geothermal applications or in high temperature oil and gas wells.  32 

Super 13Cr SS was developed as a martensitic SS to achieve comparable excellent corrosion 33 

resistance and mechanical properties to austenitic SS but with reduced the cost through 34 

reducing the nickel and molybdenum content to 5% and 2%, respectively. Super 13Cr SS has 35 

been considered as one of the suitable materials for the downhole/geothermal fields [6–9]. 36 

The ability to form passive film is the primary characteristic of SS, it provides protectiveness 37 

and determines the corrosion resistance of materials exposed to a corrosive solution [5]. In 38 

general, the passive film on the SS surface is formed via the following reactions: 39 

 40 2𝐶𝑟(𝑂𝐻)3 ↔ 𝐶𝑟2𝑂3 + 3𝐻2𝑂                       (1) 41 2𝐶𝑟 + 3𝐻2𝑂 ↔ 𝐶𝑟2𝑂3 + 6𝐻+ + 6𝑒−
                    (2) 42 𝐶𝑟 + 3𝐻2𝑂 ↔ 𝐶𝑟(𝑂𝐻)3 + 3𝐻+ + 3𝑒−
                    (3) 43 

Despite the excellent corrosion resistance as well as the superior mechanical properties, 44 

super 13Cr SS is still proving to corrosion especially at high temperatures [10–12]. 45 

Understanding the limitation of the super 13Cr SS in different aggressive environments is 46 

important. At high temperatures, the passive film is often unstabilised and allows the 47 

accelerated diffusion of metal ions from matrix to the solution [13]. This is reflected in the 48 

observed degradation of passive films during the corrosion processes at high temperatures 49 

[14].  50 

Corrosion product scales play a crucial role in defining the corrosion resistance of the 51 

underlying steel [15–20]. The corrosion product family is composed of passive films 52 

(Cr2O3/Cr(OH)3), oxide and/or hydroxide films (FeCr2O4, Cr(OH)3) as well as the outer 53 

carbonate layers such as FeCO3.  54 

The formation of FeCr2O4 may form on the surface via the following reactions [19,21,22]: 55 𝐹𝑒 + 2𝐶𝑟 + 4𝐻2𝑂 → 𝐹𝑒𝐶𝑟2𝑂4 + 8𝐻+ + 8𝑒−                (4) 56 𝐹𝑒2+ + 𝐶𝑟2𝑂3 + 𝐻2𝑂 ↔ 𝐹𝑒𝐶𝑟2𝑂4 + 2𝐻+                      (5) 57 
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𝐹𝑒2+ + 2𝐶𝑟(𝑂𝐻)3(𝑎𝑞) ↔ 𝐹𝑒𝐶𝑟2𝑂4 + 2𝐻++2𝐻2𝑂                 (6) 58 

The development of crystalline FeCO3 can occur not only via the one-stage process directly 59 

with carbonates [23];  60 𝐹𝑒2+ + 𝐶𝑂32− → 𝐹𝑒𝐶𝑂3                        (7) 61 

but also two-stage reactions with bicarbonates [24,25]: 62 𝐹𝑒2+ + 2𝐻𝐶𝑂3− → 𝐹𝑒(𝐻𝐶𝑂3)2                     (8-1) 63 𝐹𝑒(𝐻𝐶𝑂3)2 → 𝐹𝑒𝐶𝑂3 + 𝐶𝑂2 + 𝐻2𝑂                   (8-2)  64 

The reduction in corrosion rate is ascribed to the development of corrosion product scales, 65 

this layer blocks the corrosive species pathway and acts as a diffusion barrier to 66 

electrochemically-active species. The chemical/physical properties and the degree of 67 

corrosion product protection are evidenced to change with different brine compositions [26–68 

28] and the corrosion products with nanosized features can normally indicate better 69 

corrosion resistance based on the highly dense and compact nature [16,29,30]. 70 

The bulk of research has been directed towards understanding the evolution mechanisms of 71 

the corrosion scales or the corrosion behaviour of super 13Cr SS in static conditions [12,31–72 

34]. There is a consensus from the literature that the growth of protective corrosion products 73 

enhances the corrosion resistance of super 13Cr SS. Moreira et al. [18] studied the 74 

electrochemical behaviour of super 13Cr SS between 0.1 hours and 75 hours in a NaCl brine 75 

at a temperature of 175oC, they recorded that the corrosion rate was maintained at a low 76 

level and suggested that the super 13Cr SS did not suffer destructive damage in these 77 

conditions. The increase of impedance indicated that corrosion films were detected after a 78 

long-term exposure time; however, their study did not clarify the composition and structural 79 

evolution of the corrosion films. Li et al. [34] used additional surface analysis methods in their 80 

study where super 13Cr SS was immersed in a NaCl solution saturated with CO2 at 180oC. They 81 

observed that the growth of the corrosion scales was rapidly at 180°C and developed into 82 

thick layers (mainly consisting of Cr(OH)3(s) and Cr2O3(s)). Furthermore, Zhao et al. [19] 83 

reported that the content of Cr(OH)3(s) becomes particularly high as increasing temperature 84 

and pressure. A recent study conducted by Yue et al. [14] revealed that the corrosion product 85 
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scales are capable of reducing the corrosion rates. The increased protection of super 13Cr SS 86 

was related to the presence of a double-layered film which consisted of an inner layer of 87 

FeCr2O4 and an outer FeCO3 layer. The inner layer was believed to provide better corrosion 88 

protection compared to the outer FeCO3 layer.  89 

Numbers of researchers have highlighted the flow speed affecting the corrosion product 90 

morphology, precipitation kinetics, and mechanical properties [16,35–37], and have 91 

considered that dynamic conditions can avoid or delay the development of corrosion product 92 

scales. The breakdown of the corrosion product scales caused by flow in actual 93 

downhole/geothermal field production has already been identified as a mechanism of 94 

corrosion by Han et al. [38], who used a rotating disk electrode to keep the system flowing. 95 

Zhao et al. [16] indicated that the flow delayed the precipitation of amorphous Cr(OH)3(s) 96 

within the corrosion products, and increased the boundaries between Cr2O3 and Cr(OH)3(s), 97 

causing the diffusion pathways to increase and consequently causing higher pitting corrosion 98 

risk. So far, literature has discussed the temperature, pCO2, and chloride ion concentration 99 

issues relating to CO2 corrosion mechanisms and the growth mechanisms of the corrosion 100 

product scales for super 13Cr SS [18,20,7,11,39]; However, little research has focused on the 101 

protective capabilities of the corrosion product scales under flowing conditions and the flow-102 

induced effect on localised corrosion. 103 

Based on the above literature review, this paper is focused towards the corrosion behaviour 104 

in terms of general and localised corrosion of super 13Cr SS in dynamic conditions compared 105 

to static conditions. It discusses the formation mechanism and protective behaviour of the 106 

corrosion scales by applying a small flow rate at high temperature and different pCO2 values 107 

for the downhole/geothermal environments.  108 

 109 

Experimental  110 

2.1. Material and Methods 111 

Super 13Cr SS specimens, with a surface area of 25 mm x 13 mm and 3 mm thick, were used 112 

in the following experiments. The measured compositions of the material are 12.80 wt.% Cr, 113 

1.92 wt.% Mo, 4.78 wt.% Ni, ≤0.001 wt.% S, ≤0.001 wt.% P, 0.34 wt.% Mn, 0.04 wt.% C, 114 
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and balance Fe. The sample surface was grinding to 600 # (Ra=0.064 𝜇𝑚) by silicon carbide 115 

paper, then rinsing with acetone, ethanol, and deionized (DI) water, respectively, following 116 

by hot-air drying. The prepared samples were kept in a desiccator and weighed (W0) on an 117 

electronic balance to within an accuracy of 10−5 g before being put inside the autoclave. All 118 

the corrosion experiments are performed within a C-276 alloy dynamic autoclave as shown in 119 

Figure 1.  120 

 121 

Figure 1. The experimental set up of the system 122 

Prior to the test, the samples were fixed to a sample holder (screws and sample holder are 123 

made of PEEK, in order to avoid the galvanic effect to the tested materials) in the autoclave, 124 

the whole system was purged with high-pressure CO2 (99.999%), then the de-aerated (<10 125 

ppb [40]) CO2-saturated (1 bar) 4.86 wt.% NaCl solution was carefully transferred into the 126 

closed autoclave using a shoe suction pump at room pressure and temperature. The solution 127 

was pressurised to the required pressure and then heated to 200°C. The cooling time was 128 

controlled within 10 minutes from the end of the experiments. The various evaluated test 129 

conditions and calculated pH values (MultiScale software [41]) are provided in Table 1. Within 130 

this work, the rotation speed of 188 rpm was considered, which the corresponding flow 131 

velocity was 0.25 m/s and laminar flow via Eq. S2 and Eq. S3 as shown in the supplementary 132 

document.  133 

 134 
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Table 1: Test matrix at 200 oC and various pCO2 135 

 136 

After the experiments, DI-water was used to rinse the extracted samples, then dried, and 137 

removal of corrosion scales follow ASTM G1-03 standard (Designation C.3.1) [42]. The 138 

corrosion rate (CR) was calculated in mm/year via Eq. (9), which was obtained according to Eq. 139 

S4 and Eq. S5 as shown in the supplementary document. 140 𝐶R = 87600(𝑊0−𝑊)𝑡𝜌𝐴                            (9) 141 

Where W represents the sample weight after mass loss, t, 𝜌, and A are the immersion time 142 

in hours, the steel density in g/cm3, and the exposed surface area in cm2, respectively. 143 

2.2. Corrosion product analysis 144 

The top-view and cross-sectional morphology of the corrosion product scales was observed 145 

using Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). The assessment of the different crystalline 146 

corrosion products was done at various pCO2 and immersion times via X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 147 

spectrum and Raman spectroscopy. The cross-sectional samples were cut from the tested 148 

specimens by the Focused Ion Beam (FIB). More detailed experimental procedures for 149 

corrosion product analysis can be found in our previous publication [14, 36].  150 

 151 

Results 152 

The comparisons of averaged corrosion rate measurements in a static condition and a 153 

rotation speed of 188 rpm at various pCO2 154 

Figure 2 shows the averaged corrosion rates of super 13Cr SS exposed to the brine for 155 

different immersion times at 200oC and pCO2 of 2.7 bar and 28.5 bar, respectively. For both 156 

Concentration of 

component in brine 

(mg/L) 

Temp 

/oC 

Rotate 

speed/rpm 

CO2 

pressure at 

25°C/bar 

pH 
pCO2/

bar 

Total 

pressure

/bar 

Immersion 

time/hour 

Cl-: 29503, 

HCO3
-: 585, 

200 

0/188  1 6.41 2.7 18 

5 

20 

48 

120 

0/188 20 5.39 28.5 45 

5 

20 

48 

120 
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static and dynamic conditions at low pCO2 of 2.7 bar (Figure 1a), high corrosion rates are 157 

recorded after the first 5 hours and they decreased as time prolonged. The corrosion rate is 158 

0.43 mm/year in static conditions compared to the slightly higher value of 0.34 mm/year for 159 

samples exposed to the flow at 188 rpm. After 48 hours of exposure, the corrosion rates in 160 

both static and dynamic conditions remain at approximately the same value of 0.15 mm/year. 161 

The results suggest that the small flow rate of 188 rpm at 200oC increased the general 162 

corrosion of super 13Cr SS in the first 5 hours; However, the recorded averaged corrosion 163 

rates in both static and dynamic conditions show no significant difference after 20 hours of 164 

exposure. 165 

The decline in the averaged corrosion rate with time was measured for samples exposed to 166 

high pCO2 of 28.5 bar in both static conditions and at a rotation speed of 188 rpm. The highest 167 

corrosion rate of 2.75 mm/year was recorded after 5 hours of exposure under static 168 

conditions. The corrosion rates under static conditions are higher compared to the 188 rpm 169 

conditions in the first 20 hours; However, the averaged corrosion rate under static conditions 170 

is approximately 1.3 times smaller than under the 188 rpm conditions after 48 hours of 171 

exposure. The paper presents the surface analysis results and the hypothesis that their 172 

differences are due to the nature of the corrosion scales that develop on the surface under 173 

the different conditions. 174 
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Figure 2. Averaged corrosion rates of super 13Cr SS at various immersion times at 200oC and 177 

(a) 2.7 bar and (b) 28.5 bar CO2. 178 

Film formation and morphology observation at low pCO2 of 2.7 bar 179 
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Figure 3 illustrates the top-view SEM images of the corrosion product evolution for super 13Cr 180 

SS exposed to CO2-saturated solutions during various immersion times in static and under a 181 

rotation speed of 188 rpm. For the static conditions at 200oC, the steel surface was observed 182 

no sign of corrosion after 5 hours (Figure 3a), then was covered by randomly scattered crystals 183 

after 20 hours (Figure 3c). After 48 hours of exposure, the steel surface was covered by more 184 

crystalline grains (Figure 3e). It is interesting to note that larger crystals are randomly scattered 185 

on the entire surface after 120 hours (Figure 3g). Compared to static conditions, there is no 186 

obvious difference on the surface under a small flow rate of 188 rpm at various immersion 187 

times. No crystalline grains and the polishing marks were apparent on the steel surface after 188 

120 hours as shown in Figures 3b, 3d, 3f, and 3h. 189 

  

  

20 hours 0 rpm 20 hours 188 rpm 

5 hours 188 rpm 5 hours 0 rpm 
(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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Figure 3. SEM images of the corrosion products at various immersion times at 200oC and 2.7 190 

bar CO2, (a)(c)(e)(g) – 0 rpm and (b)(d)(f)(h) – 188 rpm. 191 

XRD measurement was performed to identify the development of crystalline corrosion scales 192 

at various immersion times with/without introducing a small flow rate of 188 rpm. As shown 193 

in Figure 4a, the corrosion products mainly comprise FeCO3 and FeCr2O4 when the samples 194 

were exposed to static conditions. The results show that the crystalline FeCO3 was detected 195 

in the early stages (5 hours) and the intensity of crystalline FeCO3 increased with immersion 196 

times; However, no crystalline FeCO3 was detected when the samples were exposed at the 197 

rotation speed of 188 rpm after 120 hours as shown in Figure 4b.  198 

Raman measurement was used to identify the nature of the potential thin corrosion scales 199 

which the XRD was not able to detect. Figure 5 indicates the precipitate on the inner layer is 200 

mainly FeCr2O4 and the formation of FeCr2O4 was detected in both static conditions and under 201 

the rotation speed of 188 rpm conditions.  202 

48 hours 188 rpm 48 hours 0 rpm 

120 hours 0 rpm 120 hours 188 rpm 

(e) (f) 

(g) (h) 
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Figure 4. XRD patterns of super 13Cr SS specimens immersed in the solution (a) under static 205 

conditions and (b) under rotation at 200°C and 2.7 bar CO2 for 5, 20, 48, and 120 hours. 206 
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Figure 5. The detected Raman spectra for the development of the corrosion product scales 208 

at various immersion times at 200oC and 2.7 bar CO2 under static and rotation speed of 188 209 

rpm. 210 

The cross-sectional SEM images of the corrosion product films formed on super 13Cr SS 211 

immersed in CO2-saturated solution after 120 hours in both static conditions and under a 212 

rotation speed of 188 rpm are shown in Figure 6. The image in Figure 6a indicates that the 213 

corrosion products under static conditions have two layers: an inner non-uniform layer and 214 

an outer layer. Combined with XRD and Raman measurements, the corrosion products can be 215 

identified as an outer layer of crystalline FeCO3 and an inner layer of mainly FeCr2O4. The inner 216 

FeCr2O4 layer is between 1.5 m and 50 nm in thickness and this suggests that there is 217 

preferential dissolution occurred for the samples immersed in the solution under static 218 

conditions as the development of the corrosion products are not uniformly distributed. 219 

The formation of the corrosion product layers on super 13Cr SS at a rotation speed of 188 220 

rpm was relatively uniform compared to that of samples exposed to static conditions. The 221 

inner layer is uniformly covered on the surface and is about 300 nm in thickness. The EDS line 222 

188 rpm 0 rpm 
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scans in both static and rotating conditions indicate that the inner layer comprises Fe, Cr, and 223 

O which is in agreement with the Raman results shown in Figure 5. 224 

 225 

 226 

Figure 6. Chemical composition and structure of the corrosion product films formed on the 227 

13Cr SS surface after 120 hours in static (a) and rotation speed of 188 rpm (b) at 200oC and 228 

2.7 bar CO2. 229 

Film formation and morphology observation at high pCO2 of 28.5 bar 230 

The morphology of the growth of the corrosion scales on the super 13Cr SS surface at various 231 

immersion times in both static and rotating conditions at high pCO2 of 28.5 bar is examined by 232 

SEM. In the case of the static conditions, the polishing marks were observed after 5 hours of 233 

exposure as shown in Figure 7a. Small numbers of cubic crystals are randomly distributed on 234 

the surface, which are identified as FeCO3 by both Raman and XRD analysis as shown in Figure 235 

8 and Figure 9 after 20 hours. Increasing the immersion time to 48 hours (Figure 7e) resulted 236 

in the formation of more quantities of crystalline FeCO3; However, it is interesting to note 237 

that the gaps are still visible between the crystalline FeCO3 after 120 hours of exposure. 238 
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Under the rotating speed of 188 rpm, the SEM images indicate that the increase in flow speed 239 

delayed the development of crystalline FeCO3 on the surface compared to static conditions. 240 

The polishing marks are still visible after 20 hours. Traces of crystalline FeCO3, confirmed by 241 

Raman and XRD measurements are shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9 after 48 hours of exposure 242 

time. The results suggest that the small flow rate suppressed the crystalline FeCO3 243 

precipitation on the super 13Cr SS steel. 244 
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Figure 7. SEM images of the development of corrosion products at various immersion times 245 

at 200oC and 28.5bar CO2.  246 

Figure 8 presents the XRD pattern of the corrosion products formed on the surface at various 247 

immersion times in both static conditions and under rotation. The presence of crystalline 248 

FeCO3 is confirmed in Figure 8. The iron peak (45°) in both static conditions and under rotation 249 

disappeared after 120 hours, suggesting that the development of corrosion scales is 250 

sufficiently thick and X-rays cannot detect to the steel substrate. 251 
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Figure 8. XRD patterns of the super 13Cr SS specimens immersed in the solution (a) under 254 

static conditions and (b) under rotation at 200 °C for 5, 20, 48, and 120 hours. 255 

The presence of the inner layer was confirmed by analysis of the Raman spectra as shown in 256 

Figure 9. The Raman spectra of the inner layer indicate that the corrosion products are mainly 257 

Cr(OH)3 at various immersion times in static conditions. With a small flow rate, an inner layer 258 

of FeCr2O4 was detected after the first 5 hours. The Raman results indicate a shift in the peak 259 

positions with increased immersion time, gradually shifted the peak from 707 cm-1 to 717 cm-260 

1 between 5 hours and 120 hours. This suggests that the corrosion products change from 261 

FeCr2O4 to Cr(OH)3 on the surface after a longer immersion time. 262 

For the static conditions, it becomes apparent that the development of corrosion products on 263 

the surface consists of crystalline FeCO3 as an outer layer and an inner layer of Cr(OH)3. Under 264 

rotation, the situation is different and the corrosion products consist of FeCO3, Cr(OH)3, and 265 

FeCr2O4. 266 
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Figure 9. The detected Raman spectra for the development of the corrosion product scales 268 

at 200oC and 28.5 bar CO2 under static and rotation speed of 188 rpm. 269 

The cross-sectional SEM images of the corrosion product films on super 13Cr SS exposed after 270 

120 hours in the static and rotating conditions are shown in Figure 10. The thickness of the 271 

inner layer formed under static conditions (Figure 10a) is less consistent than in dynamic 272 

conditions (Figure 10b). The inner layer ranges from 5 to 20 µm in thickness for the static 273 

conditions. The inner layer underneath the crystalline FeCO3 is slightly thinner than the 274 

uncovered regions for the rotation speed of 188 rpm.  275 

188 rpm 0 rpm 
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  276 

Figure 10. Cross-sectional images of the corrosion products formed on super 13Cr SS surface 277 

in static (a) and rotation speed of 188 rpm (b) at 200oC and 28.5 bar CO2. 278 

The chemical composition of the growth of the corrosion product layers on super 13Cr SS 279 

surface exposed to CO2-saturated solution after 120 hours in both static and rotating 280 

conditions are further examined by FIBs/EDS. The inner layer contains two phases in both 281 

static conditions and rotating conditions, presenting as the gray and the scattered light gray 282 

spots. According to the EDX elemental analyses, the chemical composition of the gray region 283 

(spectrum 2) detects Cr and O confirmed as Cr(OH)3 by the Raman spectra shown in Figure 9. 284 

The light gray spots within the corrosion products have similar elements compared to the 285 

steel substrate which is identified as austenite based on XRD measurements as shown in 286 

Figure 8. The line scan results further confirmed that the elemental composition of the inner 287 

corrosion product layer mainly contains iron, chromium, nickel, and oxygen, whereas the 288 

scattered light gray spots indicate less oxygen but rich in nickel and iron. 289 
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 291 

Figure 11. Elemental composition of the corrosion product films formed on super 13Cr SS in 292 

static (a) and rotation speed of 188 rpm (b) at 200oC and 28.5 bar CO2. 293 

 294 

Localised corrosion behaviours in static and 188 rpm conditions 295 

The corrosion scales were removed according to ASTM G 01-03, profilometry was performed 296 

on the surface. The averaged localised/pitting depths in Figure 12 are calculated considering 297 

the top 10 deepest pits. In the static and low pCO2 of 2.7 bar conditions, the localised/pitting 298 

depth increased from 2.43 to 11.64 μm between 5 hours and 120 hours, and suggests that 299 

the localised pits were continuously growth on the super 13Cr surface. Conversely, the 300 

averaged localised pitting depths maintained relatively stable, the localised pit depth of 5μm 301 

was measured after 120 hours at the rotation speed of 188rpm. The results indicate that the 302 

calculated localised corrosion rates under the static condition were higher than those at 188 303 

rpm. The addition of the flow rate reduced the localised pitting corrosion under the test 304 

condition here.  305 

There is a notable increase in the average pit depth with time for samples exposed to the high 306 

pCO2 of 28.5 bar in both static and rotating conditions compared to that of low pCO2 of 2.7 bar. 307 

The highest localised corrosion rate was 5.35 mm/year after 5 hours and reduced to 2.1 308 

mm/year after 120 hours for static conditions. The dynamic condition exhibited a lower 309 

localised corrosion rate of 4.5 mm/year for the first 5 hours and reduced to 0.5 mm/year after 310 

120 hours. The results suggest that the localised corrosion rates under static conditions were 311 

higher than in dynamic conditions. 312 

+ spectrum 3 

spectrum 1 

spectrum 2 

spectrum 4 
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According to Figure 12, the results indicate that the localised corrosion rates are 313 

approximately 10 times higher than the averaged corrosion rates, suggesting that localised 314 

corrosion represents a real threat to pipeline integrity under the test conditions here. 315 
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Figure 12. Pit depths of super 13Cr SS at various immersion times at 200oC and (a) 2.7 bar 318 

and (b) 28.5 bar CO2. 319 

Figure 13 provides the examples of 2D profilometry images of 3 mm x 3 mm scanned area and 320 

the SEM images from the super 13Cr SS sample surface after removing the corrosion products. 321 

The results shown in Figure 13a exhibit that super 13Cr SS suffered localised corrosion attack 322 

at 200oC and pCO2 of 2.7 bar under static conditions after 120 hours of exposure. A number of 323 

small localised/pits were detected on the surface as shown in Figure 13c. There is no deep 324 
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localised corrosion attack for samples exposed to the rotation speed of 188rpm as shown in 325 

Figure 13b. These results are in good agreement with the measurement of the pit depth as 326 

shown in Figure 12a, the pit depth in static conditions are two or three times higher than that 327 

of the dynamic conditions at the same temperature of 200oC and pCO2 of 2.7 bar after 120 328 

hours of exposure. 329 

 

Figure 13. 2D Profilometry and SEM images of corroded super 13Cr SS samples at 200oC and 330 

2.7 bar of CO2 after removing the corrosion products (a – 120 hours in static, b – 120 hours 331 

in 188 rpm, c – the pits morphology after 120 hours in static and d - the pits morphology 332 

after 120 hours in 188 rpm. 333 

Compared to the low pCO2 of 2.7 bar, samples suffered more severe localised corrosion attack 334 

as pCO2 was increased to 28.5 bar as expected. The results agreed with the observation of 335 

deeper and more pitting attack from the profilometry images as shown in Figure 14. Deeper 336 

localised/pits of 10µm were measured on the surface after 20 hours exposed to the static 337 

condition. From the surface profiles between 48 and 120 hours as shown in Figure 14, the 338 
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120 hours 0 rpm 120 hours 188 rpm 
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morphology of localised/pitting corrosion was small and deep (Figure 14 e and g), compared 339 

to the wider and open localised attack observed when the test condition changed from static 340 

to the rotation speed of 188 rpm conditions (Figure 14 f and h). 341 
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Figure 14. 2D Profilometry images of corroded super 13Cr SS samples exposed at various 342 

immersion times at 200oC and 28.5 bar of CO2. (after removing the corrosion products).  343 

Figure 15 exhibits the SEM images of the corroded sample surface (after removing the 344 

corrosion products) at 200oC and 28.5 bar CO2. The results indicate that the pitting became 345 

deeper with the increase in the immersion time for the static conditions, whereas the 346 

observed pitting corrosion elongated along the flow direction under the rotation speed of 188 347 

rpm condition. After 120 hours of exposure, the observed pitting on the surface under static 348 

conditions was markedly deeper (Figure 15c), while the observed pitting attack on the surface 349 

under flow conditions was wider and shallow as shown in Figure 15d.  350 
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Figure 15. SEM images of corroded super 13Cr SS samples exposed for (a) (b) 48 hours and 351 

(c) (d) 120 hours at 200oC and 28.5 bar of CO2. (after removing the corrosion products).  352 

Discussion 353 

Effect of small flow velocity on the growth of multilayer corrosion products at pCO2 of 2.7 bar 354 

At 200oC and pCO2 of 2.7 bar, the development of the FeCr2O4 layer significantly decreased the 355 

averaged corrosion rates of super 13Cr SS (Figure 2a) in both static and dynamic conditions. 356 

The multilayered corrosion scales have been discussed in previous sections. The high 357 

corrosion rates in the first 5 hours indicated that super 13Cr SS does not achieve passivity at 358 

pCO2 of 2.7 bar and 200oC. The passive film on the surface was partially dissolved because of 359 

the high temperature and pressure conditions which accelerated the transport of metal ions 360 

outward [14]. The dissolved sites acted as an anode and the diffused Fe2+ partially replaced 361 

the octahedral sites of Cr3+ within Cr2O3 on the surface, forming the FeCr2O4 layer by reactions 362 

(4)-(6) [14,43]. The generated hydrogen ions during the corrosion processes are consumed via 363 

corresponding cathodic reactions as follows [23,37]: 364 

2𝑒− + 2𝐻+ → 𝐻2                          (10) 365 2𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 + 2𝑒− → 𝐻2 + 2𝐻𝐶𝑂3−                   (11) 366 2𝐻𝐶𝑂3− + 2𝑒− → 𝐻2 + 2𝐶𝑂32−                    (12) 367 

Reactions (11) plays an important role due to the relatively large amount of H2CO3 in the 368 

aqueous phase. The generation of hydrogen ions via reactions (4)-(6) at the metal/inner layer 369 

interface is responsible for the decrease in pH value, while the cathode releases an equivalent 370 

amount of alkalinity and increases the pH via reactions (10)-(12).  371 

120 hours 188 rpm 120 hours 0 rpm  
(c) (d) 

Localised corrosion 
Localised corrosion 
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The formation of the crystalline FeCO3 outer layer is affected by the corrosion kinetics via the 372 

FeCO3 supersaturation. The crystalline FeCO3 precipitated on the outer layer was driven by 373 

the level of supersaturation (SR): 374 𝑆𝑅 = [𝐹𝑒2+][𝐶𝑂32−]𝐾SP                              (13) 375 

where Ksp represents the solubility product for FeCO3 (mol2/L2), [𝐹𝑒2+] and [𝐶𝑂32−] are the 376 

concentration of Fe2+ and CO3
2-, respectively [44]. It has been stated that the FeCO3 formation 377 

rate is greatly promoted only when a critical supersaturation ratio (SRc) is being exceeded [45].  378 

The crystalline FeCO3 increased in number in the period of 48 hours of exposure and then 379 

grew in size from 48 to 120 hours. Previous research reported that the nucleation rate 380 

increases exponentially with SR, and particle growth rate increases linearly with relative SR 381 

[15], suggesting the nucleation is dominant only when SR reaches a high level. The 382 

development of scattered, big FeCO3 crystals over 120 hours in 2.7 bar CO2 condition indicates 383 

the inner FeCr2O4 layer is relatively compact with few defects for ions transfer and increased 384 

the crystal growth.  385 

Additionally, it is worth noting that the growth of the corrosion product multilayers at pCO2 of 386 

2.7 bar was affected by the rotation speed of 188 rpm. The small velocity appears to take 387 

away the metal ions at the material interface, which minimised the preferential development 388 

of the inner FeCr2O4 layer compared with the formation of the non-uniform FeCr2O4 layer for 389 

the static conditions. Secondly, the effect of flow delayed the Fe2+ and CO3
2- to reach the SRc, 390 

resulting in the delayed precipitation of the crystalline FeCO3 on the surface. 391 

The corrosion product film-induced the localised corrosion at pCO2 of 2.7 bar 392 

Figure 16a exhibits that the corroded super 13Cr SS surface was rugged and attacked by the 393 

localised/pitting corrosion in the static conditions at pCO2 of 2.7 bar, compared to the relatively 394 

flat corroded surface under the rotation speed of 188 rpm (Figure 16b).  395 

Based on the discussion above, the inner layer which is primarily composed of FeCr2O4 has 396 

been identified as the key component against the general corrosion. It has been widely 397 

accepted that the occurrence of pitting under the passivation state was caused by large 398 

cathode coupled with a small anode [46]. During the corrosion processes at the substrate 399 
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interface, the hydrogen ions generate and accumulate, which leads to a drop of the corrosion 400 

potential and keep the dissolution sites as an anode. The preferential growth of the inner 401 

FeCr2O4 layer on the surface indicated that the regions covered by the FeCr2O4 layer became 402 

the cathode, and the growth rate of FeCr2O4 was suppressed because of the alkalinity 403 

released by the cathode. Moreover, after reaching the SRc, the crystalline FeCO3 precipitated 404 

and presented as a barrier, turning the covered surface to the cathode, which elevated the 405 

risk of the localised corrosion by the crystalline FeCO3 covered sites with lower corrosion rate 406 

than uncovered regions, as shown in Figure 16c. 407 

However, the small velocity promoted to the removal of the hydrogen ions at the interface 408 

during the formation of FeCr2O4, which accelerated the diffusion of hydrogen ions and 409 

elevated the corrosion potential at the scale/substrate interface, avoiding the propagation of 410 

localised corrosion, as shown in Figure 16d. Besides, the delayed precipitation of crystalline 411 

FeCO3 under the dynamic conditions prevented the increase in cathode areas on the surface 412 

as well as the development of the localised corrosion. 413 
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414 

 415 

  416 

Figure 16. Schematic diagram of the inner corrosion product film-induced the localised 417 

corrosion at 200oC and 2.7 bar of CO2 conditions: (a)(c) static, (b)(d) rotation speed of 188 418 

rpm. 419 

Effect of small flow velocity on the growth of porous corrosion product layers at pCO2 of 28.5 420 

bar 421 

At 200oC and pCO2 of 28.5 bar, the corrosion rate reached 2.8 mm/year in the first 5 hours, 422 

compared to the measured corrosion rate of 0.43 mm/year at 2.7 bar pCO2. FeCr2O4 and 423 
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Cr(OH)3 were thermodynamically stable corrosion products as the pCO2 increased to 28.5 bar 424 

[43]. The inner corrosion layer was mainly Cr(OH)3 (confirmed by Raman as shown in Figure 425 

8), which was proved to form via the precipitation reactions [47]: 426 𝐶𝑟3+ + 3𝐻2𝑂 → 𝐶𝑟(𝑂𝐻)3 + 3𝐻+                    (14) 427 

As shown in Figure 11, the inner layer coexisted with small quantities of the undissolved metal 428 

substrate, which suggests that the corrosion products grew inward the substrate. The 429 

undissolved metals within the inner corrosion product layer confirmed as the retained 430 

austenite by XRD (Figure 8), presenting a better corrosion resistance than the martensite 431 

phase [48]. During the corrosion processes, the martensite phase with poor corrosion 432 

resistance preferentially dissolved; the amorphous Cr(OH)3 filled the dissolved martensite 433 

substrate and covered the undissolved austenite, forming the inner layer. The complicated 434 

structure of the inner layer resulted in a relatively loose barrier with more defects for ions 435 

transfer than that of the FeCr2O4 layer formed on the surface at lower pCO2. 436 

The precipitation of the outer crystalline FeCO3 occurred once the Fe2+ and CO3
2- reaching the 437 

supersaturation, and it influenced the cations transfer to the steel substrate. The super 13Cr 438 

SS surface was not fully covered by the crystalline FeCO3, suggesting that the covered regions 439 

were corroded slower than the uncovered regions, which in agreement with the observation 440 

of the cross-sectional SEM images as shown in Figure 9a, the localised corrosion was observed 441 

at uncovered regions. 442 

Based on the previous reports, the propagation of the localised/pitting corrosion was caused 443 

by acidification in a small anode. Two reactions mainly influence the pH value under the 444 

condition of high pCO2, one is the corrosion reaction which released an equivalent amount of 445 

alkalinity and increases the pH [23]: 446 

2𝑀 + 𝑛𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 → 2𝑀𝑛+ + 𝑛𝐻2 + 2𝑛𝐻𝐶𝑂3−                (15) 447 

The other is the precipitation reactions of FeCO3 and Cr(OH)3 via reaction (7) – (8), and (14), 448 

which consume CO32−  and OH- and decrease pH [8,49]. Therefore, acidification occurred 449 

where the precipitation rate was higher than the corrosion rate. 450 

Under the rotation speed of 188 rpm conditions, the previous discussion suggests that the 451 

small flow speed contributed to the development of the uniform inner layer, indicating an 452 
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equilibrium between anodic dissolution and precipitation of the inner layer. The SEM image 453 

(Figure 7h) also proved the small velocity has an effect to delay the precipitation of the outer 454 

crystalline FeCO3 occurring on the surface with pCO2 of 28.5 bar and suppress the growth of 455 

scattered outer corrosion product layer. 456 

Porous corrosion product film-induced the localised corrosion at pCO2 of 28.5 bar 457 

As shown in Figure 13, the effect of the small flow speed affected the localised/pitting 458 

morphology which transformed from the deep-hole shape to the shallow-disk shape during 459 

the 120 hours of exposure, suggesting the propagation of the localised corrosion was affected 460 

by the small velocity at 200oC and 28.5 bar of pCO2.  461 

The precipitation of the defective inner Cr(OH)3 layer acted as a barrier and reduced the 462 

corrosion rates for the static conditions. At a longer time, the inner layer was gradually 463 

covered with FeCO3 crystals, and the uncovered regions have low corrosion protection with 464 

preferentially corrosive species penetration sites, resulting in the localised corrosion occurring 465 

as shown in Figure 17 a and c.  466 

On the contrary, the effect of the flow is to delay the precipitation of the crystalline FeCO3 467 

onto the inner Cr(OH)3 layer, as shown in Figure 17 b. The flow velocity promoted the metal 468 

ion transfer and the elevated cation ions penetrated through the Cr(OH)3 layer caused by the 469 

high corrosion rates. The porous and defective inner Cr(OH)3 layer grows inward and 470 

constantly transports Fe2+ ions outwards. Ultimately, the accumulated Fe2+ concentration 471 

reaches supersaturation and form scattered FeCO3 crystals (Figure 17d). Mobbassar et al. [50] 472 

reported the crucial of local microenvironments and local fluctuations in the mass-transport 473 

rate. According to the previous research done by Zhao et al. [51], a concave semicircle of 5 474 𝜇𝑚 can generate vortex with low flow rates in a dynamic condition. For this study, after 120 475 

hours of immersion at 200oC and 28.5 bar of pCO2, the precipitation of FeCO3 crystals turned 476 

the uncovered region as a concave with about 10 𝜇𝑚  in depth, resulting in a relatively 477 

asymmetric distribution of H+ ions as shown in Figure 17d. The localised corrosion occurs at 478 

the precipitated regions of porous Cr(OH)3 due to the acidification, and the level of H+ ions 479 

accumulates at upstream which widen the pits along the flow direction, forming pits with 480 

disk-like shape as shown in Figure 14h and Figure 15d. 481 
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  482 

   483 

Figure 17. Schematic diagram of the porous corrosion product film-induced localised 484 

corrosion at 200oC and 28.5 bar CO2 conditions (a) 5 hours in static (b) 5 hours in rotation 485 

speed of 188 rpm, (c) 120 hours in static (d) 120 hours in rotation speed of 188 rpm. 486 

 487 

Conclusions 488 

The growth mechanism of corrosion scales and localised corrosion behaviour of super 13Cr 489 

SS immersed in a CO2-saturated 4.86 wt. % NaCl brine at 200°C has been investigated at 490 

various pCO2 in static conditions and a rotation speed of 188rpm respectively. The following 491 

main conclusions can be made: 492 

1. The development of the inner corrosion product layer on super 13Cr SS at 200oC and pCO2 493 

of 2.7 bar mainly contained FeCr2O4, which presents as a rugged tomography in static 494 

conditions and became uniform at the rotation speed of 188 rpm respectively. 495 

2. The formation of the crystalline outer FeCO3 layer was randomly distributed in static 496 
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conditions over 120 hours of immersion time compared with no observed crystalline 497 

FeCO3 at the rotation speed of 188 rpm after 120 hours at 200oC and pCO2 of 2.7 bar. 498 

3. For the condition of pCO2 of 28.5 bar, the inner corrosion product layer displayed the 499 

composite structure comprising amorphous Cr(OH)3 coexisting with undissolved austenite 500 

in both static and dynamic conditions.  501 

4. The small flow rate reduced the localised corrosion measurements at both pCO2 of 2.7 bar 502 

and 28.5 bar. In the case of low pCO2 of 2.7 bar, the reduction in the localised corrosion 503 

was attributed to the formation of a uniform and dense FeCr2O4 inner layer. As the pCO2 504 

increased to 28.5 bar, the geometry of the pitting transformed from the deep-hole shape 505 

to the shallow-disk shape after 120 hours of exposure. 506 

 507 

 508 
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